
From: Tanya Capper <Tanya@
Date: Monday, 17 October 2016 17:16
To: Victoria Gilbert <victoria@
Cc: Tanya Capper <Tanya@
Subject: Invitation from Hani Farsi - White Helmets Dinner 21st November

And final one! Many thanks, really appreciate your help with this.  Have a good evening and 
speak again soon.  All my best, Tanya
Dear Mr Waters
I am writing to invite you and a guest to join Hani at a fundraising dinner that he is hosting on 
Monday 21st November on behalf of The Syria Campaign. The dinner will take place at the 
Bulgari Hotel, 171 Knightsbridge, London, SW7 1DW from 7.30pm.

The Syria Campaign launched in 2014 with a mission to elevate the voices of Syria’s peaceful 
heroes and accelerate international efforts towards an end to the conflict. The Asfari Foundation 
provided the start-up funds for The Syria Campaign and we will be joined on the evening by 
Sawsan Asfari.

Since its launch, the organisation has been working with peaceful Syrian groups to build them 
an international profile. Most notably, their work with The White Helmets has helped these 
rescue workers attract more than $15 million in government funding and turned them into 
household names - narrowly missing out on the Nobel Peace Prize this year. I would encourage 
you to watch the incredibly powerful documentary ‘The White Helmets’, which can be viewed 
online on Netflix. A trailer for this is available here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3wj4ncIEDxw

You may also find the following articles from the Guardian and Time Magazine of interest:

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/oct/05/the-guardian-view-on-the-nobel-
peace-prize-give-it-to-syrias-white-helmets?0p19G=c
http://time.com/syria-white-helmets/

You will also be joined at the dinner by James Sadri, the Director of The Syria Campaign, who 
will talk about how this important work has the power to unlock major institutional funds for 
peaceful Syrian groups and more importantly, how it helps to shift the conflict towards peace.

I very much hope you are able to join him and would be grateful if you could RSVP to myself at 
Tanya com> by Monday 31st October.

Very best wishes and kindest regards
Tanya
 
Executive Assistant to Hani Farsi
Corniche Group
4 Devonshire St
London W1W 5DT
Tel: 



From: pascal hanrion <pascalhanrion@
Date: 12 April 2018 at 16:59:33 CEST
To: < >,  "  <k ,  

 
Subject: happening with syrian white helemet against chimichal bombings of children in syria
Reply-To: pascal hanrion <pascalhanrion@

good afternoon 

my name is pascal hanrion, I'm photoreporter and climber.

I'm a militant with the syrian white helmets to denounce crimes against humanity in syria, 
especially against childre.

last sunday, I made an important happening in paris, climbing to the top of centre georges 
pompidou museum: all information on my facebook page

https://www.facebook.com/pascal.hanrion.7
Image en ligne

I qm in barcelona to do the same, in relation with an very powerfull syrian network.

please, could I meet Roger Water to ask to invite me few seconds on the stage tomorrow during 
the concert to send a message with him to the children of syria "you are not forgotten"!

please would you call me on 

I'm walking in barcelona schearching a building to climb, my mobile phone is not connected with 
internet, so I write to you from an internet cafe.

thank you so much,

pascal hanrion
 

Pascal Hanrion Images

le portrait dans tous ses états: http://pascalhanrion.wixsite.com/portraits
Arts plastiques / presse et médias: https://www.artmajeur.com/pascal-hanrion/
photoreportages: http://pascalhanrion.blogspot.fr/

Awareness about war in Syria: "Running for the children of Syria with a white helmet" on 
Facebook, Youtube and by Google.




